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Abstract. We present a numerical study of spatially quasi-periodic gravity-capillary waves

of finite depth in both the initial value problem and traveling wave settings. We adopt a

quasi-periodic conformal mapping formulation of the Euler equations, where one-dimensional

quasi-periodic functions are represented by periodic functions on a higher-dimensional torus.

We compute the time evolution of free surface waves in the presence of a background flow

and a quasi-periodic bottom boundary and observe the formation of quasi-periodic patterns on

the free surface. Two types of quasi-periodic traveling waves are computed: small-amplitude

waves bifurcating from the zero-amplitude solution and larger-amplitude waves bifurcating

from finite-amplitude periodic traveling waves. We derive weakly nonlinear approximations

of the first type and investigate the associated small-divisor problem. We find that waves of

the second type exhibit striking nonlinear behavior, e.g., the peaks and troughs are shifted

non-periodically from the corresponding periodic waves due to the activation of quasi-periodic

modes.

1. Introduction

Free surface waves on incompressible fluids arise in many contexts in fluid dynamics. Ex-

amples include ocean wave forecasting [36, 60], modeling the motion of flows over obstacles

and varying bottom boundaries [5, 28, 66], and studying wind-wave interactions in extreme

wave events, such as freak waves [38]. These models are described by the Euler equations,

which are usually studied under periodic boundary conditions or the assumption that solu-

tions decay to zero at infinity [4, 32, 37]. However, these assumptions are insufficient in many

problems of interest. For instance, a periodicwave could interactwith a bottomboundarywith

a different spatial period, or subharmonic perturbations of a periodic traveling wave can grow

in amplitude, leading to quasi-periodic waves. To tackle these issues, we recently proposed

methods [72, 73] to study the Euler equations under quasi-periodic boundary conditions;

specifically, we studied spatially quasi-periodic waves of infinite depth in two dimensions

and developed numerical algorithms to compute such waves. In this paper, we extend this

previous work to the finite-depth case and discuss both the initial value and traveling wave

problems in the quasi-periodic setting.

Finite-depth water waves exhibit interesting nonlinear dynamics. It has been shown nu-

merically that Fermi-Pasta-Ulam recurrence can occur in free surface waves of finite depth

when the wave amplitude is less than about 1{10 of the fluid depth [55,57]. A varying bottom

boundary can lead to substantial amplifications of water waves. There have been both ex-

perimental and numerical studies demonstrating increased freak wave activities when waves

propagate over a sloping bottom, from a deeper to a shallower domain [20,63]. In the problem

of long waves approaching vertical walls, an abrupt transition in the bottom boundary can

cause large runups on the wall or wave breaking, which generally occurs when the wave crest
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2 J. WILKENING AND X. ZHAO

overturns [33, 65]. The interaction between a rotational wave current and a varying bottom

boundary gives rise to a time-dependent Kelvin cat-eye structure [28].

The quasi-periodic dynamics of water waves have recently drawn considerable attention.

Berti and Montalto [9], Baldi et al. [6], Berti et al. [7, 8], and Feola and Giuliani [26] have used

Nash-Moser theory to prove the existence of small-amplitude temporally quasi-periodic water

waves. On the numerical side, Wilkening computed new families of relative-periodic [69]

and traveling-standing [70] water waves. Although the physical mechanisms are different,

temporally and spatially quasi-periodic waves have similar mathematical structures in that

they can both be formulated in terms of periodic functions on a higher-dimensional torus.

Damanik and Goldstein [17] proved the global existence and uniqueness of small-amplitude

spatially quasi-periodic solutions of the KdV equation. Oh [49] and Dodson et al. [19] showed

the local existence of spatially quasi-periodic solutions of nonlinear Schrödinger equations.

We were originally motivated by the structure of quasi-crystals in material science. Bli-

nov [10] used quasi-periodic solutions of the Schrödinger equation to describe the electronic

structure of non-interacting electrons in a quasi-crystals. To studyhowelectronsmove through

quasi-crystals, Torres et al. [61] created quasi-periodic standingwaves byvibrating afluid-filled

pan with a quasi-periodic bottom boundary and sent a transverse wave pulse across the fluid

that develops a non-periodic pattern in which the spacing between the wave peaks is not

constant. Their observation inspired us to ask the following question: how do we compute

the exact dynamics of free surfacewaves in the presence of a quasi-periodic bottom boundary?

To address this question, one needs to study the free surface wave problem in a quasi-periodic

framework.

Another reason for our interest in quasi-periodicwaterwaves originates from the dispersion

relation of gravity-capillary waves of finite depth:

(1.1) 22 “ p6:´1 ` �:q tanhp:ℎq.

Here 2 is the phase speed, : is the wave number, 6 is the acceleration due to gravity, � is

the coefficient of surface tension and ℎ is the depth of the fluid. It is known [62] that when

�{p6ℎ2q ă 1{3, there exists 2crit between 0 and

a

6ℎ such that for any fixed phase speed

2 ą 2crit, there are two distinct positive wave numbers satisfying the dispersion relation (1.1),

which we denote by :1 and :2. Any superposition of waves with these two wave numbers

is a solution of the linearized traveling wave problem. If :1 and :2 are rationally related, the

linear solution is spatially periodic and related to the well-studied Wilton ripples [1, 2, 62,75].

On the other hand, if :1 and :2 are irrationally related, the linear solution will be spatially

quasi-periodic, which gives a natural place to search for nonlinear quasi-periodic traveling

solutions. Bridges and Dias [13] first studied these spatially quasi-periodic traveling waves

using a spatial Hamiltonian structure and constructed weakly nonlinear approximations of

these waves. Recently, we [72] used a conformal mapping formulation of the water wave

equations and computed highly accurate numerical solutions of the fully nonlinear problem

in the case of deepwater. These computations are performed on a two-dimensional torus from

which we extract 1D quasi-periodic functions via Dpq “ D̃p:1, :2q. The computational

challenges are similar to those of computing time-periodic standing waves [42, 68, 71]. The

main difference is that standing waves can be formulated as a nonlinear two-point boundary

value problem,which reduces the number of unknowns from$p#2q to$p#q initial degrees of

freedom, while quasi-periodic traveling waves have $p#2q unknowns but a simpler objective

function whose main cost is the relatively inexpensive two-dimensional FFT. In the present

work, we aim to further extend these techniques to the case of finite-depth water.
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Following [72, 73], we adopt a conformal mapping formulation of the free surface Euler

equations [15,21–24,34,40,77]. In the finite depth case, the fluid domain with a curved surface

and an uneven bottom boundary is mapped conformally onto a horizontal strip instead of

the lower half-plane. Since the conformal mapping depends on time, even though the bottom

boundary is fixed in physical space, the representation of the bottom boundary in conformal

space varies with time. Ruban [54, 56] fixed the width of the strip and used a composition of

two conformal mappings to map the strip to the fluid domain – the first leaves the real axis

invariant and the secondmaps the real line to the bottomboundary. Viotti et al. [66], Flamarion

et al. [27, 29] and Ribeiro et al. [53] let the width of the strip vary with time to keep the wave

length the same in physical space and conformal space. They used a fixed-point iterative

method to compute the bottom profile at different times. In order that water waves possess

the same quasi-periods in both physical and conformal spaces, we also let the strip width be

a time-dependent variable. However, in contrast to [29,66], we compute the time evolution of

the bottom profile directly, employing analytical properties of the conformal mapping, similar

to [54, 56]. As in the infinite-depth case [72, 73], we introduce finite-depth quasi-periodic

Hilbert transforms to relate the real and imaginary parts of the conformal mapping and to

compute the kinematic boundary condition on the free surface. These Hilbert transforms

are Fourier multiplier operators and are easier to compute in a quasi-periodic setting than a

more direct computation of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator [16] in physical space, e.g., using

boundary integral methods [5].

In computing the dynamics of free surface waves over a varying bottom boundary, it is

usually assumed that the spatial periods of the free surface wave and the bottom boundary are

the sameorone is an integermultiple of theother. In this paper,we studyanewsituationwhere

their spatial periods are irrationally related. Specifically, in one of the examples presented

in Section 4.1, we compute the time evolution of an initially periodic free surface wave with

period 2� in the presence of a periodic bottom boundary with period 2
?

2�. We find that

the periodic wave becomes a quasi-periodic wave, with each wave peak and trough evolving

differently as it interacts with the bottom boundary. We also compute the time evolution of

an initially flat free surface in the presence of a background flow and a quasi-periodic bottom

boundary. Similar to the experiment by Torres et al. [61], we also observe that the free surface

wave develops quasi-periodic patterns as a result of interactions between the background flow

and the quasi-periodic bottom boundary. The wave peaks and troughs are asymmetric and

the distance between adjacent wave peaks is not constant.

In Section 4.2, we compute two types of quasi-periodic traveling solutions: waves that

bifurcate from the zero-amplitude solution and waves that bifurcate from finite-amplitude

periodic traveling solutions. For the first type, we use linearization about the zero solution for

the initial bifurcation direction and obtain a three-parameter family of solutions prescribed by

the fluid depth and Fourier coefficients corresponding to wave numbers :1 and :2; these are

called the base Fourier coefficients. Similar to the case of deepwater [72], when the amplitudes

of the base Fourier coefficients are small, the solutions are of small amplitude and are close

to the linear solution. For the second type, we linearize the governing equations around a

finite-amplitude 2�-periodic traveling wave. For the bifurcation direction in this case, we use

a quasi-periodic function of the following form in the kernel of the linear operator:

(1.2) ��pq “ 4 8:�0pq ` 2.2.,

where �0 possesses the same wavelength as the periodic traveling wave, the notation 2.2.

denotes the complex conjugate of the preceding term, and we set : “ 1{
?

2 in this paper.
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This method has also been used to compute secondary periodic bifurcations with : “ 1{2 and

: “ 1{3 by Chen and Saffman [14] and with : “ 1{9 by Vanden-Broeck [64]. In the present

work, we obtain quasi-periodic traveling waves that bifurcate from a periodic traveling wave

whose first Fouriermode resonates with the fifth Fouriermode. The periodic travelingwave is

a solution of theWilton ripple problem and thewave peaks look like “cat ears”. The bifurcated

wave still preserves this characteristic; however, influenced by the Fourier modes in the quasi-

periodic direction, the distance between the successive “ears” is no longer constant.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define finite-depth quasi-periodic

Hilbert transforms and derive equations of motion for quasi-periodic free surface waves in

conformal space when the bottom boundary is not necessarily flat. In Section 3, we obtain

the governing equations of quasi-periodic traveling waves in the case of finite-depth water

with a flat bottom boundary and establish weakly nonlinear approximations of these waves

and the role of small divisors in computing successive approximations. In Section 4, we use a

Fourier pseudo-spectral method to compute solutions of the initial value and traveling wave

problems and present various numerical examples. Following the idea in [72, 73], we lift the

one-dimensional quasi-periodic problem to a higher-dimensional periodic torus where the

computation is performed. We formulate the traveling wave problem as an overdetermined

nonlinear least-squares problem that we solve through a variant of the Levenberg-Marquardt

method [48, 71]. For the initial value problem, we consider the natural setting where the

quasi-periodic initial condition and bottom boundary are posed in physical space. We present

a method of transforming them to conformal space in Appendix A.

2. Equations of motion

2.1. Governing equations in physical space. Gravity-capillary waves of finite depth are gov-

erned by the free-surface Euler equations [37, 76]. In two dimensions, they may be written

as

(2.1) �spG, 0q “ �s0pGq, !pG, 0q “ !0pGq, C “ 0, G P R,

(2.2)

ΦGG `ΦHH “ 0, �bpGq ă H ă �spG, Cq,

Φ “ !, H “ �spG, Cq,

∇Φ ¨ n “ 0, H “ �bpGq,

(2.3) �sC “ ΦH ´ �sGΦG , H “ �spG, Cq,

(2.4) !C “ ΦH�
s

C ´
1
2
Φ2
G ´

1
2
Φ2
H ´ 6�s ` �

�sGG
`

1` p�sGq2
˘3{2

` �pCq, H “ �spG, Cq,

where G is the horizontal coordinate, H is the vertical coordinate, C is the time, ΦpG, H, Cq is the

velocity potential of the fluid, �spG, Cq is the free surface elevation, �bpGq is the fixed bottom

profile, 6 is the vertical acceleration due to gravity, and � is the coefficient of surface tension,

which is zero for gravity waves. Equation (2.3) is the kinematic boundary condition and (2.4)

is the dynamic boundary condition. The function �pCq in (2.4) is an arbitrary integration

constant that is allowed to depend on time but not space. We are interested in the dynamics

of the water waves in the presence of a varying bottom boundary; in other words, the bottom

profile is not a constant function. When the bottom boundary is flat, it is usually assumed

that there is no background flow. Indeed, in this case, the system is Galilean invariant, which

means any background flow can be eliminated by viewing the system in a moving frame.
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However, this is not true when the bottom boundary is variable; the interaction between

the background flow and the bottom boundary can lead to interesting nonlinear dynamics.

Therefore, it is meaningful to incorporate a background flow in the problem description by

including a secular growth term in the velocity potential, which is otherwise spatially periodic

or quasi-periodic.

2.2. Finite-depth quasi-periodic Hilbert transforms. As defined in [25,44], a quasi-periodic,

real-analytic function 5 pq is a function of the form

(2.5) 5 pq “ 5̃ pkq, 5̃ p"q “
ÿ

jPZ3

5̂j4
8xj , "y ,  P R, ", k P R3 ,

where x¨, ¨ydenotes the standard inner product onR3
and 5̃ is a periodic, real-analytic function

defined on the 3-dimensional torus T3 :“ R3
L

p2�Zq3 .We assume that 3 ě 2 so that 5 can be

genuinely quasi-periodic. Entries of the vector k are called the basic wave numbers (or basic

frequencies) of 5 and are required to be linearly independent over Z. Given a quasi-periodic

function 5 , the corresponding 5̃ and k in (2.5) are not unique. Indeed, if Q is any 3-by-3

unimodular matrix, then 5̃ 1p"q “ 5̃ pQ"q also satisfies (2.5) with k1 “ Q´1k. For simplicity,

we assume k is given, along with 5 or 5̃ , to pin down the representation. Given k, one can

reconstruct 5̃ and its Fourier coefficients 5̂j from 5 via

(2.6) 5̂j “ lim
0Ñ8

1
20

ż 0

´0
5 pq4´8xj ,ky3, j P Z3 .

We refer to [11] for detailed discussions of the above averaging formula. We assume that

5̃ p"q is real-analytic, which is equivalent to the conditions that 5̂´j “ 5̂j for j P Z3 and there

exist positive numbers " and � such that | 5̂j| ď "4´�}j}, i.e., the Fourier modes 5̂j decay

exponentially as }j} Ñ 8. Next we introduce some operators that act on 5 and 5̃ .

Definition 2.1. The projection operators % and %0 are defined by

(2.7) % “ id´%0 , %0r 5 s “ %0r 5̃ s “ 5̂0 “
1

p2�q3

ż

T3
5̃ p"q 31 ¨ ¨ ¨ 33 .

Note that % projects onto the space of zero-mean functions and %0 returns the mean value.

There are two versions of % and %0, one acting on quasi-periodic functions defined on R and

one acting on torus functions defined on T3
.

Definition 2.2. The derivative operator B that acts on 5 or 5̃ is defined by

(2.8) B 5 pq “ B 5̃ pkq, B 5̃ p"q “
ÿ

j‰0
8xj , ky 5̂j4 8xj ,"y.

For simplicity of notation, we denote B 5 (or B 5̃ ) by 5 (or 5̃). One can also interpret B 5̃ as

the directional derivative of 5̃ along the characteristic direction k.

Definition 2.3. We introduce four finite-depth quasi-periodic Hilbert transforms � tanh
, �coth

,

�csch
, �sech

that act on 5 and 5̃ as follows [51, 66]

(2.9) �opr 5 spq “ �opr 5̃ spkq, �opr 5̃ sp"q “
ÿ

jPZ3

8�̂op 5̂j4
8xj ,"y ,
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Figure 1. The time-dependent conformal mapping.

where op “ tanh, coth, sech or csch and the symbol �̂op
is given by

(2.10)

�̂ tanh
j “ 8 tanh

`

xj , kyℎ
˘

, �̂coth
j “

#

p´8q coth
`

xj , kyℎ
˘

, j ‰ 0,
0 j “ 0,

�̂sech
j “ sech

`

xj , kyℎ
˘

, �̂csch
j “

#

8 csch
`

xj , kyℎ
˘

j ‰ 0,
0 j “ 0.

Here ℎ is a positive parameter that will be discussed in Section 2.3.

We notice that

(2.11) lim
ℎÑ8

�̂ tanh
j “ 8 sgn

`

xj , ky
˘

, lim
ℎÑ8

�̂coth
j “ ´8 sgn

`

xj , ky
˘

.

The latter coincides with the quasi-periodic Hilbert transform introduced in [72,73] in the case

of deep water while the former is its pseudo-inverse.

2.3. Thequasi-periodic conformalmapping. Figure 1 illustrates a time-dependent conformal

mapping

(2.12) IpF, Cq “ Gp, �, Cq ` 8Hp, �, Cq, F “  ` 8�,

that maps the infinite strip in the complex plane

(2.13) (ℎ “ t ` 8� :  P R, ´ℎpCq ă � ă 0u

to the fluid domain

(2.14) Ω 5 “ tpG, Hq : G P R, �b,physpGq ă H ă �s,physpG, Cqu.

To avoid ambiguity, we use �s,phys and �b,phys to denote the free surface elevation and the bot-

tom profile in physical space, respectively, whereas �s and �b are used as conformal variables

henceforth.

We assume that IpF, Cq can be extended continuously to (ℎ and maps the top and bottom

boundary of the strip to the free surface and the bottom boundary of the fluid domain,

respectively. Denoting

(2.15)

�sp, Cq “ I|�“0p, Cq “ Gp, 0, Cq ` 8Hp, 0, Cq “ �sp, Cq ` 8�sp, Cq,

�bp, Cq “ I|�“´ℎpCqp, Cq “ Gp,´ℎpCq, Cq ` 8Hp,´ℎpCq, Cq “ �bp, Cq ` 8�bp, Cq,

we have

(2.16) �s,physp�sp, Cq, Cq “ �sp, Cq, �b,physp�bp, Cqq “ �bp, Cq.

For later use in the derivation of the governing equations in conformal space, we compute the

derivative with respect to  and C on both sides of (2.15) and obtain that

(2.17) G “ �s , H “ �s , GC “ �sC , HC “ �sC , p� “ 0q
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as well as

(2.18) G “ �b , H “ �b , HℎC ` GC “ �bC , ´GℎC ` HC “ �bC , p� “ ´ℎpCqq

where we use the Cauchy-Riemann relation G “ H� and H “ ´G� in the last two equalities.

The derivative of (2.16) with respect to  and C yields

(2.19) �
s,phys
G �s “ �s , �

s,phys
G �sC ` �

s,phys

C “ �sC .

and

(2.20) �
b,phys
G �b “ �b , �

b,phys
G �bC “ �bC .

We are interested in the case where �s and �b are quasi-periodic functions of the form (2.5),

(2.21)

�sp, Cq “ �̃spk, Cq, �̃sp", Cq “
ÿ

jPZ3

�̂sjpCq4
8xj ,"y ,

�bp, Cq “ �̃bpk, Cq, �̃bp", Cq “
ÿ

jPZ3

�̂bj pCq4
8xj ,"y ,

 P R, ", k P R3 ,

where k is fixed and its components are linearly independent over Z. This is different from

the usual conformal mapping framework [21,22,40,41,43,77], where �s and, if present, �b are
assumed to be periodic. Using the fact that H is a harmonic function defined on (ℎ and the

boundary values of H are given by H|�“0 “ �s and H|�“´ℎ “ �b, we obtain that

(2.22) H “
1
ℎ

`

�̂s0 ´ �̂b0
˘

� ` �̂s0 `
ÿ

j‰0

sinh
`

xj , kyp� ` ℎq
˘

sinh
`

xj , kyℎ
˘ �̂sj4

8xj ,ky ´
ÿ

j‰0

sinh
`

xj , ky�
˘

sinh
`

xj , kyℎ
˘ �̂bj 4

8xj ,ky .

The harmonic conjugate of H, which is G, can be computed from (2.22) using the Cauchy-

Riemann equations G “ H�, G� “ ´H,

(2.23) G “
1
ℎ

`

�̂s0´ �̂
b

0
˘

`G0´
ÿ

j‰0
8
cosh

`

xj , kyp� ` ℎq
˘

sinh
`

xj , kyℎ
˘ �̂sj4

8xj ,ky`
ÿ

j‰0
8
cosh

`

xj , ky�
˘

sinh
`

xj , kyℎ
˘ �̂bj 4

8xj ,ky .

Here G0 is an integration constant, depending on time only, that we are free to choose. Given

Ω 5 at any time, to fix the mapping I, we need to specify two free parameters: ℎ and G0. We set

(2.24) ℎ “ �̂s0 ´ �̂b0 , G0 “ 0.

Hence, the first terms in (2.22) and (2.23) are just  and �. One can choose ℎ in the same

way when the fluid domain is periodic in G so that wavelengths do not change under the

conformal mapping [66]. Alternatively, one may set ℎ “ 1, as is done in [54, 56] in the

periodic case. Setting G0 “ 0 requires a certain choice to be made for a parameter in the time

evolution equations [73]; this will be discussed in Section 2.5. Until then, we leave G0pCq in the

representation as a time-dependent parameter.

Comparing (2.22) and (2.23), we notice that the values of G and H at the top and bottom

boundary of (ℎ are related by the quasi-periodic Hilbert transforms of (2.9),

(2.25)

�sp, Cq “  ` G0pCq ` �
cothr�ssp, Cq ` �cschr�bsp, Cq,

�bp, Cq “  ` G0pCq ´ �
cschr�ssp, Cq ´ �cothr�bsp, Cq.

The corresponding torus functions are given in (2.53) below.
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2.4. The quasi-periodic complex velocity potential. Let ΦphyspG, H, Cq denote the velocity

potential in physical space from Section 2.1 and let ,physpG ` 8H, Cq “ ΦphyspG, H, Cq `

8ΨphyspG, H, Cq be the complex velocity potential, where Ψphys
is the stream function. Us-

ing the conformal mapping (2.12), we pull back these functions to the strip (ℎ and define

(2.26) ,pF, Cq “ Φp, �, Cq ` 8Ψp, �, Cq “,physpIpF, Cq, Cq, F “  ` 8�.

We denote !s “ Φ|�“0, !b “ Φ|�“´ℎ , #s “ Ψ|�“0, #b “ Ψ|�“´ℎ and use (2.15) to obtain

(2.27)

!sp, Cq “ Φphysp�sp, Cq, �sp, Cq, Cq “ !s,physp�sp, Cq, Cq,

!bp, Cq “ Φphysp�bp, Cq, �bp, Cq, Cq,

#sp, Cq “ Ψphysp�sp, Cq, �sp, Cq, Cq “ #s,physp�sp, Cq, Cq,

#bp, Cq “ Ψphysp�bp, Cq, �bp, Cq, Cq,

where!s,phys
,#s,phys

represent the values ofΦphys
andΨphys

on the free surface. Following [66]

for the periodic case, we assume that there is a background flow of horizontal mean velocity

U and the quasi-periodic part of !s
has the same quasi-periods as �s and �b

(2.28) !sp, Cq “ U ` !̃spk, Cq, !̃sp", Cq “
ÿ

jPZ3

!̂s

jpCq4
8xj ,"y ,  P R, ", k P R3 .

According to (2.2), the bottom boundary is a streamline, therefore #b
is a constant function

(or a function of time only). Considering that adding constants (or functions of time) toΦ and

Ψwill not affect the fluid motion, we set !̂s

0 “ 0 and

(2.29) #b “ 0.

Since Φ and Ψ are harmonic conjugates satisfying boundary conditions (2.28) and (2.29), we

obtain

(2.30)

Φ “ U `
ÿ

j‰0
!̂j

cosh
`

xj , kyp� ` ℎq
˘

cosh
`

xj , kyℎ
˘ 4 8xj ,ky ,

Ψ “ p� ` ℎqU `
ÿ

j‰0
8!̂j

sinh
`

xj , kyp� ` ℎq
˘

cosh
`

xj , kyℎ
˘ 4 8xj ,ky .

Comparing the values of Φ andΨ at � “ 0 and � “ ´ℎ, we conclude that

(2.31)

!sp, Cq “ U ` �cothr#ssp, Cq, #s

p, Cq “ � tanhr!s

sp, Cq,

!b

p, Cq “ U ` �sechr!s

sp, Cq “ U ´ �cschr#s

sp, Cq.

2.5. Governing equations in conformal space. We now present a derivation of the equations

of motion for quasi-periodic surface water waves in a conformal mapping formulation when

the fluid is of finite depth and the bottom boundary is not necessarily flat. This is an extension

of the results in [73], where the fluid depth is infinite. Since the conformal mapping is time-

dependent, even though the bottom profile in physical space is fixed, the width of the strip

in the conformal domain and the parameterization of the bottom boundary in conformal

space, denoted ℎpCq and �bp, Cq, respectively, both vary with time. Therefore besides the free

surface, the time evolution equations of ℎ and �b in conformal space are needed to describe

the evolution of the fluid domain. This is the main difference between the conformal mapping

formulations in deep and finite-depth water.
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To begin, we use the chain rule to obtain

(2.32)

3,

3F
“
3,phys

3I
¨
3I

3F
ñ Φ

phys

G ` 8Ψ
phys

G “
Φ ` 8Ψ

G ` 8H
.

Since Φ
phys

H “ ´Ψ
phys

G , we can express the velocity of the fluid, which is the gradient of Φphys
,

in terms of Φ andΨ

(2.33) Φ
phys

G “
ΦG `ΨH

G2
 ` H2



, Φ
phys

H “
ΦH ´ΨG

G2
 ` H2



.

Evaluating (2.33) on the free surface, we have

(2.34)

Φ
phys

G

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

I“�sp,Cq
“

!s

�
s

 ` #s

�
s



�s
, Φ

phys

H

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

I“�sp,Cq
“

!s

�
s

 ´ #s

�
s



�s
, �s “ p�sq

2 ` p�sq
2.

Next we derive the kinematic boundary condition in conformal space. We define the

function

(2.35) ' :“
IC

IF
“
GCG ` HCH

G2
 ` H2



` 8
HCG ´ GCH

G2
 ` H2



,

which is holomorphic on (ℎ as long as IF is bounded away from zero. Evaluating (2.35) at

� “ 0 and � “ ´ℎpCq and replacing the derivatives of G and H by the derivatives of �s and �s

using (2.17), (2.18), we obtain that

(2.36) Re'
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

�“0
“

�sC�
s

 ` �sC�
s



�s
, Im'

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

�“0
“

�sC�
s

 ´ �sC�
s



�s
,

(2.37)

Re'
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

�“´ℎpCq
“

�bC �
b

 ` �bC �
b



�b
,

Im'
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

�“´ℎpCq
“

�bC �
b

 ´ �bC �
b



�b
` ℎC ,

�b “ p�bq
2 ` p�bq

2.

Furthermore, the substitution of (2.19) and (2.34) into (2.3) gives

(2.38) �sC�
s

 ´ �sC�
s

 “ ´#
s

 .

Therefore we have

(2.39) Im'
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

�“0
“ ´

#s



�s
.

Substituting (2.20) into (2.37), we obtain that �bC �
b

 ´ �bC �
b

 “ 0, thus

(2.40) Im'
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

�“´ℎpCq
“ ℎC .

Since ℎC does not depend on the spatial variable, similar to (2.31), Re'|�“0 and Re'|�“´ℎpCq
can be determined by Im'|�“0 up to an additive constant (that may depend on time but not

space) as follows,

(2.41)

�sC�
s

 ` �sC�
s



�s
“ ´�coth

„

#s



�s



` �1 ,
�bC �

b

 ` �bC �
b



�b
“ �csch

„

#s



�s



` �1.

Since ' is a holomorphic function defined on (ℎ , using Cauchy’s integral theorem, we obtain

(2.42)

ż 0`8p&´ℎq

´0`8p&´ℎq
`

ż 0´8&

0`8p&´ℎq
`

ż ´0´8&

0´8&
`

ż ´0`8p&´ℎq

´0´8&
'pFq 3F “ 0, 0, & ą 0.
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Dividing both sides of (2.42) by 20 and taking the limit 0 Ñ8, & Ñ 0`, we have

(2.43) '̂0 “ %0r'pqs “ %0r'p ´ 8ℎqs,

where we use (2.6) in the first equality. Substituting (2.39) and (2.40) into (2.43), we obtain the

the time evolution equation of the width of the strip (ℎ

(2.44) ℎC “ ´%0

„

#s



�s



.

Finally, combining (2.36), (2.37) and (2.41), we obtain the kinematic boundary conditions at

both the free surface and the bottom boundary in conformal space

(2.45)

˜

�sC

�sC

¸

“

˜

�s ´�s

�s �s

¸

¨

˝

´�coth
”

#s


�s

ı

` �1

´
#s


�s

˛

‚,

˜

�bC

�bC

¸

“

˜

�b

�b

¸

ˆ

�csch
„

#s



�s



` �1

˙

.

Since �s and �b are determined by �s and �b up to an additive constant G0 by (2.25), we only

need to evolve ℎ, �s and �b to track the evolution of the fluid domain. Comparing (2.23) and

(2.45), we know that the free parameter G0 is related to �1 through the ODE

(2.46)

3G0

3C
“ %0

„

�s

ˆ

´�coth
„

#s



�s



` �1

˙

`
�s#

s



�s



.

Thus, G0pCq is uniquely determined by �1 and G0p0q. Several choices of �1 have been discussed

in detail in [73]. In the scope of this paper, we choose �1 and G0p0q as follows

(2.47) �1 “ %0
“

�s�
cothr#s

{�
ss ´ �s#

s

{�
s

‰

, G0p0q “ 0.

This ensures that G0pCq “ 0 for C ě 0 and alleviates the need to explicitly solve the ODE (2.46).

Nowwe derive the dynamic boundary condition at the free surface in conformal space from

(2.4). Differentiating the first equation in (2.27) with respect to C, we obtain

(2.48) !s

C “ !
s,phys
G �sC ` !

s,phys

C ,

where !
s,phys
G can be expressed in terms of the gradient of Φphys

as follows

(2.49) !
s,phys
G “ Φ

phys

G `Φ
phys

H �
s,phys
G .

From (2.32), we know that

ˇ

ˇ∇Φphys

ˇ

ˇ

2
“

´

`

!s



˘2
`
`

#s



˘2
¯

{�s at � “ 0. Substitution of (2.45),

(2.48) and (2.49) into (2.4) then gives

(2.50)

!s

C “
`

Φ
phys

G , Φ
phys

H

˘

ˆ

�s ´�s
�s �s

˙

looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon

`

!s

 , ´#
s



˘

ˆ

´�coth r#s

{�
ss ` �1

´#s

{�
s

˙

´

`

!s



˘2
`
`

#s



˘2

2�s
´ 6�s ` �� ` �,

where � is the mean curvature, given by

(2.51) � “
�s�

s

 ´ �s�
s


`

�s
˘3{2

,

and � is an arbitrary integration constant that may depend on time but not space. In the

discussion of this paper, we choose � such that %0r!s

C s “ 0. In conclusion, (2.44), (2.45)

and (2.50) are the governing equations in conformal space for finite-depth quasi-periodic

gravity-capillary waves.

Following [73], instead of solving these equations directly, which are posed on the real line,

we lift the problem to a higher dimensional torus T3
and compute the time evolution of the
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corresponding torus functions; then we evaluate the torus functions along the characteristic

direction to obtain quasi-periodic functions on the real line. Using the torus version of the

quasi-periodic derivative andHilbert transform operators in Definitions 2.2 and 2.3, we obtain

the governing equations on T3
from (2.44), (2.45) and (2.50),

(2.52)

�̃sC “
`

´�cothr"̃ss ` �1
˘

�̃s ´ �̃s "̃
s , �̃bC “

`

�cschr"̃ss ` �1
˘

�̃b , ℎC “ ´%0r"̃
ss,

!̃s

C “ %

„

`

#̃s



˘2
´
`

!̃s

 ` U
˘2

2�̃s
`
`

�1 ´ �
cothr"̃ss

˘`

!̃s

 ` U
˘

´ 6�̃s ` ��̃



�̃s “ �cothr�̃ss ` �cschr�̃bs, #̃s “ � tanhr!̃ss,

�̃s “
`

1` �̃s
˘2
`
`

�̃s
˘2
, "̃s “

#̃s



�̃s
,

�̃ “

`

1` �̃s
˘

�̃s ´ �̃s�̃
s



p�̃sq3{2
, �1 “ %0

“`

1` �̃s
˘

�cothr"̃ss ´ �̃s "̃
s

‰

.

We remark that !̃, which is defined on T3
, represents only the quasi-periodic part of !. An

extra term U is included in the definition (2.28) to account for the background flow (when

present). Similarly, �s and �b are obtained from �̃s and �̃b via

(2.53) �sp, Cq “  ` �̃spk, Cq, �bp, Cq “  ` �̃bpk, Cq,

where �̃s is given in (2.52) and �̃b is given by

(2.54) �̃b “ ´�cschr�̃ss ´ �cothr�̃bs.

According to (2.53), we have

(2.55) �sp, Cq “ 1` �̃spk, Cq, �bp, Cq “ 1` �̃bpk, Cq,

which is the reason p1` �̃sq appears in various places in (2.52). We also note that the operators

�coth
, �csch

and � tanh
in (2.52) vary in time along with ℎpCq.

Remark 2.4. Modifying the analysis of [73], one can show that if �s and �b are injective, then
�s,phys and �b,phys are also quasi-periodic functions of the same quasi-periods. Moreover, the

corresponding torus functions �̃s,phys and �̃b,phys can be obtained from �̃s and �̃b by

(2.56) �̃s,physpx , Cq “ �̃spx ` kÃspx , Cq, Cq, �̃b,physpx , Cq “ �̃bpx ` kÃbpx , Cq, Cq,

where Ãs
and Ãb

satisfy

(2.57) Ãspx , Cq ` �̃spx ` kÃspx , Cq, Cq “ 0, Ãbpx , Cq ` �̃bpx ` kÃbpx , Cq, Cq “ 0.

In numerical computations, at any given C, one can formulate (2.56) as a nonlinear least-

squares problem and solve it using a Levenberg-Marquardt method [71], which is discussed

in Appendix A.

Remark 2.5. Since the bottom boundary is stationary, conservation of mass requires that the

mean surface height, which we denote by

(2.58) � “
1

p2�q3

ż

T3
�̃s,phys 3G1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 3G3 “

1
p2�q3

ż

T3
�̃sp1` �̃sq 31 ¨ ¨ ¨ 33 ,

is a constant in time. Indeed, one finds that �C “ 0 by differentiating the second formula of

(2.58) under the integral sign, integrating the term �̃s�̃sC by parts with respect to , and using

(2.38), keeping in mind that �s “ 1` �̃s due to (2.53). One usually assumes � “ 0, though for
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traveling waves it is convenient to first compute the wave assuming �̂s0 “ 0 and then adjust �̂s0
and �̂b0 at the end to achieve � “ 0.

Remark 2.6. The governing equations (2.52) still hold when the bottom boundary of the fluid

domain is flat: �b,physpGq “ ´ℎphys. In the usual case that � “ 0, ℎphys is the mean depth of

the fluid in physical space. Otherwise the mean depth is �` ℎphys. From (2.24), we have

(2.59) ℎphys “ ´�b “ ´�̂b0 “ ℎ ´ �̂s0 ,

which is a constant independent of  and C even though ℎ and �̂s0 vary in time. Moreover, �s

is related to �s by

(2.60) �s “  ` �cothr�ss.

Therefore, when the bottom boundary is flat, one only needs to evolve �̃s, !̃s
and ℎ.

Remark 2.7. Even though we derive (2.52) in the quasi-periodic setting, these equations

still hold for the periodic problem if we set 3 “ 1 and k “ p1q. To obtain the governing

equations on T, one just needs to replace the quasi-periodic Hilbert transforms by their

periodic counterparts in (2.52), which can be obtained by changing xj , ky to 9 in (2.10). If

3 ą 1, the periodic problem may be embedded in the quasi-periodic problem by assuming

that each of the torus functions in (2.52) is independent of 2 , . . . , 3.

3. Quasi-periodic traveling waves

3.1. Governing equations of quasi-periodic travelingwaves. For travelingwaves, the system

should be translation invariant, so we assume the bottom boundary is flat. According to

Remark 2.6, we only need to consider the surface variables in this case. Thus, to simplify the

notation, we drop the superscript “s” in these variables in this section. Moreover, as discussed

in Section 2.1, we focus our discussion on the laboratory frame and assume that there is no

background flow.

Since the bottom boundary is flat, �, � and !, # are related by Hilbert transforms

(3.1) � “  ` �cothr�s, � “ 1` �cothr�s, ! “ �cothr#s, ! “ �cothr#s.

We assume the wave is traveling from left to right at speed 2; therefore, we have

(3.2) �physpG, Cq “ �
phys

0 pG ´ 2Cq, !physpG, Cq “ !
phys

0 pG ´ 2Cq.

Differentiating both sides of (3.2) with respect to G and C separately, we know that a traveling

solution satisfies

(3.3) �
phys

C “ ´2�
phys

G , !
phys

C “ ´2!
phys

G .

Substituting the second equation of (2.19) into the first equation of (3.3) and multiplying both

sides of the equation by �s, we obtain

(3.4) �C� ´ �C� “ ´2� .

Comparing (3.4) and (2.38), we conclude that a traveling solution satisfies

(3.5) # “ 2�

in conformal space. Applying the Hilbert transform �coth
to both sides of (3.5), we obtain

(3.6) ! “ 2p� ´ 1q.
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Substituting the traveling condition of !phys
in (3.3) into (2.48) and employing (2.49) to express

!
phys

G in terms of the gradient of Φphys
, we obtain that

(3.7)

!C “
`

Φ
phys

G `Φ
phys

H �
phys

G

˘

p�C ´ 2q “
!

�

`

�
`

´ �coth
”#

�

ı

` �1
˘

` �
#

�
´ 2

˘

“
!

�

ˆ

�
`

´ �coth
”#

�

ı

` �1
˘

`
2
`

�
˘2

�
´ 2

˙

“ !

ˆ

´ �coth
”#

�

ı

` �1 ´
2�
�

˙

.

Here in the second equality, we use the first equation in (2.19) to rewrite �
phys

G as �s{�
s

 and

substitute the gradient ofΦphys
and �C using (2.34) and (2.45), respectively. In the third equality,

we use (3.5) to replace # by 2�. The substitution of (3.5) and (3.7) into (2.50) gives

(3.8)

2

�

`

!� ` #�
˘

´
1
2�

`

p!q
2 ` p#q

2˘´ 6� ` �� ` � “ 0.

Using (3.5) and (3.6) to express ! and # in terms of � and �, respectively, we obtain the

governing equation of traveling waves

(3.9) %

„

22

2�
` 6� ´ ��



“ 0,

where we choose the integration constant � in (3.8) such that %0 acting on the left-hand side of

(3.8) returns zero. Since (3.9) does not depend on time, the solution of (3.9) can be considered

as the initial condition of a traveling wave. From (3.1) and (2.51), we know that � and � are

determined by �; hence, the unknowns in (3.9) are �, 2 and �. Even though we are mainly

interested in the case where � is quasi-periodic, the governing equation (3.9) still holds when

� is periodic. Due to the projection operator, modifying � by a constant will not influence

(3.9); hence, we assume that %0r�s “ 0. In this paper, we focus on traveling waves with even

symmetry

(3.10) �pq “ �p´q.

We compute � from � using (3.1) and deduce that � is odd. Asymmetric traveling waves have

been studied in [30, 67, 78] in the periodic setting.

As in the initial value problem, we first solve for �̃ on T3
and then reconstruct � from �̃

using (2.21). The governing equations of traveling waves on the torus read

(3.11)

Rr�, 1, �̃s “ %

„

1

2�̃
` 6�̃ ´ ��̃



“ 0,

�̃ “ �cothr�̃s, �̃ “
`

1` �̃
˘2
` �̃2

 , �̃ “

`

1` �̃
˘

�̃ ´ �̃�̃

�̃3{2
,

where 1 “ 22
and R is called the residual function. We treat the strip width ℎ in conformal

space as a fixed parameter and suppress it in the argument list of R; see Remark 3.1 below.

Linearizing (3.11) around the zero solution �̃ “ 0, we obtain

(3.12) 1�cothr��̃s ´ 6��̃ ` ���̃ “ 0,

where ��̃ denotes the variation of �̃. Expressing ��̃ in terms of its Fourier series in (3.12), we

obtain the dispersion relation for the linearized problem

(3.13) 1 cothpxj , kyℎqxj , ky ´ 6 ´ �pxj , kyq2 “ 0, j P /3 .

Since the entries of k are linearly independent over Z, given 1 and �, there exist at most two

linearly independent vectors j1, j2 P Z
3
that satisfy the dispersion relation [13]. For simplicity,

we consider the basic case where 3 “ 2; hence, � possesses two quasi-periods and �̃ is defined
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onT2
. Without loss of generality, we also assume that j1 “ p1, 0q

)
, j2 “ p0, 1q

)
and k “ p1, :q) ,

where : is a positive irrational number.

In summary, we study quasi-periodic traveling waves of the following form

(3.14) �pq “ �̃p, :q, �̃p1 , 2q “
ÿ

91 , 92PZ

�̂ 91 , 92 4
8p911`922q.

We also assume that �̃ is an even function with zero mean on T2
in conformal space, which is

consistent with the assumptions on �. Therefore the Fourier coefficients of �̃ satisfy

(3.15) �̂0,0 “ 0, �̂ 91 , 92 “ �̂´91 ,´92 P R.

We refer to Remark 3.1 below if onewants to obtain solutionswith zeromean in physical space.

Under assumptions (3.14) and (3.15), we can study the problem of quasi-periodic traveling

waves in the setting of a bifurcation problem with a two-dimensional kernel spanned by the

solutions of the linearized problem (3.12):

(3.16)

�̃linp1 , 2q “ �̂1,0p4
81 ` 4´81q ` �̂0,1p4

82 ` 4´82q,

1lin “ 22
lin
“

6p:2 ´ 1q
:p: cothpℎq ´ cothp:ℎqq

, �lin “
6p: cothp:ℎq ´ cothpℎqq
:p: cothpℎq ´ cothp:ℎqq

.

We refer to �̂1,0 and �̂0,1 as the base Fourier coefficients and the corresponding Fourier modes

4˘81
, 4˘82

as the base Fourier modes. Nonlinear solutions can be considered as bifurcations

from the zero-amplitude solution. We usually choose the base Fourier coefficients as bifur-

cation parameters and fix them at nonzero values to ensure that the solutions we obtain are

genuinely quasi-periodic. In finite depth, ℎ is a third parameter.

As shown in [74], large-amplitude quasi-periodic traveling solutions can often be found

by searching for secondary bifurcations from finite-amplitude periodic traveling waves. The

linearization of (3.11) around a periodic solution reads

(3.17)

�R “ %

«

�1

2�̃
´

1

2�̃2
1� �̃ ` 6��̃ ´ ���̃ ´ ���̃

ff

,

��̃ “ �cothr��̃s, � �̃ “ 2
´

p1` �̃q��̃ ` �̃��̃
¯

,

��̃ “ ´
3
2
�̃
� �̃

�̃
`

1

�̃3{2

´

��̃�̃ ` p1` �̃q��̃ ´ ��̃�̃ ´ �̃��̃
¯

.

Let @ denote the triple p�, 1, �̃q and let qperpBq denote a one-parameter family of periodic trav-

eling waves embedded in the quasi-periodic framework by assuming �̃p1 , 2q is independent

of 2. Here B is an amplitude parameter (such as �̂1,0), and, for simplicity, we fix � and the strip

width ℎ in conformal space to be independent of B. Each solution @ “ qperpBq in the family

satisfiesR
`

@
˘

“ 0. In [74], an algorithm is presented for locating bifurcation points by using a

quadratically convergent root bracketing technique [12] to locate zeros of the signed smallest

singular value

(3.18) "pBq “ sgn
´

det
´

J quapBq
¯¯

�min

´

J quapBq
¯

.

Here J quapBq is a Fourier truncation of the restricted Jacobian obtained from the linearization

(3.17) applied only in quasi-periodic perturbation directions of the form �@ “ p0, 0, ��̃quaq,
where ��̃qua has 2D Fouriermodes

x��̃
qua

91 , 92
that are all zero unless 92 P t1,´1u. This construction

is based on Bloch-Fourier perturbation theory over periodic potentials [39]. At zeros of "pBq,
J quapBq has a kernel that provides a bifurcation direction ��̃qua that allows us to switch
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from the primary periodic branch to the secondary quasi-periodic branch of traveling waves.

We use �̃per ` &��̃qua, with & chosen empirically, as an initial guess for solutions on this

secondary branch, and then use numerical continuation to follow the branch beyond the

realm of linearization about the primary branch. Further discussion of the analysis and

computation of the bifurcation problem in the infinite-depth setting is given in [74].

Remark 3.1. We have simplified the computation of quasi-periodic traveling waves via the

conformal mapping formulation by setting �̂0,0 “ 0 and fixing the strip width ℎ in conformal

space. By (2.59), this causes the vertical position of the bottom boundary in physical space

to be �b “ ´ℎphys “ ´ℎ. However, the mean surface height � in (2.58) is generally non-zero

when �̂0,0 “ 0, so the physical fluid depth is �` ℎ. If desired, after computing a solution with

�̂0,0 “ 0, one can compute � via (2.58) and shift the vertical position of both the free surface

and bottom boundary by ´� in physical space. This will not change the parameter ℎ, so it

will still be a traveling wave. When � and ℎphys are computed for the new wave, the former

will be zero and the latter will be the physical fluid depth. This shifted solution satisfies

(3.19) �̂0,0 “ ´%0r
`

%r�̃s
˘

p1` �̃qs.

Another option is to prescribe � “ 0, ℎphys, �̂1,0 and �̂0,1 and solve for �̂0,0 and ℎ along with

the remaining Fourier modes �̂ 91 , 92 using the Levenberg-Marquardt solver. This would entail

including ℎ “ ℎphys ` �̂0,0 from (2.59) as well as (3.19) as additional constraints in (3.11).

3.2. Weakly nonlinear approximations of quasi-periodic traveling waves. Although the

primary focus of this work is on computing quasi-periodic solutions of the fully nonlinear

time-dependent and traveling water wave equations in finite depth, it is instructive to in-

vestigate how small divisors arise in weakly nonlinear approximations of small-amplitude

quasi-periodic traveling waves. In previous work, it has been necessary to treat such small

divisors carefully using Nash-Moser theory [35, 51] to prove existence of temporally quasi-

periodic water waves [6–9,26]. Here we focus on spatial quasi-periodicity.

As discussed in Section 3.1, the traveling solutions bifurcating from the zero solution form

a three-parameter family with bifurcation parameters �̂1,0, �̂0,1 and ℎ. In the weakly nonlinear

model, we treat ℎ as a constant and set these two Fourier coefficients to be fixed, non-zero

multiples of an amplitude parameter & and aim to express 1, � and the other Fourier coefficients

of �̃ in terms of them. Let us consider the following asymptotic expansions of 1, � and �̃

(3.20)

1 “1p0q ` &1p1q ` &21p2q ` &31p3q ` $p&4q,

� “�p0q ` &�p1q ` &2�p2q ` &3�p3q ` $p&4q,

�̃ “&�̃p1q ` &2�̃p2q ` &3�̃p3q ` $p&4q.

Substituting (3.20) into (3.11) and eliminating the coefficients of &= for = “ 0, 1, 2, we obtain

$p1q: %

„

1
2 1
p0q



“0,

$p&q: %

„

1
2 1
p1q`6�̃p1q´1p0q�coth

“

�̃
p1q


‰

´�p0q�̃
p1q




“0,(3.21)

$p&2q: %

„

1
2 1
p2q`6�̃p2q´1p0q�coth

“

�̃
p2q


‰

´�p0q�̃
p2q
´1

p1q�coth
“

�̃
p1q


‰

´�p1q�̃
p1q


`1p0q
ˆ

3
2

´

�coth
“

�̃
p1q


‰¯2
´ 1

2

`

�̃
p1q


˘2
˙

`�p0q
´

2�coth
“

�̃
p1q


‰

�̃
p1q
`�

coth
“

�̃
p1q


‰

�̃
p1q


¯



“0.
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Since the constant term in (3.21) vanishes under the projection, the second equation is essen-

tially the same as the linearization (3.12); therefore, we have

(3.22) �̃p1q “ �̃lin “ �̂1,04
81 ` �̂0,14

82 ` 2.2., 1p0q “ 1lin , �p0q “ �lin.

Using the property of the projection operator and the assumption that %0r�̃s “ 0, we rewrite

the third equation in (3.21) as

6�̃p2q ´ 1p0q�coth“�̃
p2q


‰

´ �p0q�̃
p2q


loooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon

�p2q

´1p1q�coth“�̃
p1q


‰

´ �p1q�̃
p1q


loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

�p2q

(3.23)

“%

„

1p0q
ˆ

´
3
2

´

�coth“�̃
p1q


‰

¯2
`

1
2

`

�̃
p1q


˘2
˙

´ �p0q
´

2�coth“�̃
p1q


‰

�̃
p1q
 ` �

coth“�̃
p1q


‰

�̃
p1q


¯



looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

�p2q

.

Substituting �̃p1q, 1̃p0q and �̃p0q into �p2q using (3.22), we obtain

(3.24) �p2q “ �̂
p2q
2,0 4

8p21q ` �̂
p2q
0,2 4

8p22q ` �̂
p2q
1,1 4

8p1`2q ` �̂
p2q
1,´14

8p1´2q ` 2.2.,

where the Fourier coefficients of �p2q are

(3.25)

�̂
p2q
2,0 “ 6�̂2

1,0
3p:2 ` 1q coth2pℎq ´ 6: cothp:ℎq cothpℎq ` :2 ´ 1

2:pcothp:ℎq ´ : cothpℎqq
,

�̂
p2q
0,2 “ ´6:�̂

2
0,1

3p:2 ` 1q coth2p:ℎq ´ 6: cothp:ℎq cothpℎq ´ :2 ` 1
2pcothp:ℎq ´ : cothpℎqq

,

�̂
p2q
1,1 “ ´6�̂1,0�̂0,1

p:2 ` 2:q coth2p:ℎq ´ p2: ` 1q coth2pℎq ` p´:2 ` 1q cothp:ℎq cothpℎq ´ :2 ` 1
cothp:ℎq ´ : cothpℎq

,

�̂
p2q
1,´1 “ 6�̂1,0�̂0,1

p:2 ´ 2:q coth2p:ℎq ` p2: ´ 1q coth2pℎq ` p:2 ´ 1q cothp:ℎq cothpℎq ´ :2 ` 1
cothp:ℎq ´ : cothpℎq

.

We observe that �p2q is linear with respect to �̃p2q and the Fourier coefficients of �p2q can be

expressed as

(3.26) �̂
p2q
91 , 92

“ (̂ 91 , 92 �̂
p2q
91 , 92

,

where the symbol (̂ 91 , 92 is defined by

(̂91 , 92“6´1
p0q cothpp91`: 92qℎqp91`: 92q`�p0qp91`: 92q2(3.27)

“
6

:

´

:` :2´1
cothp:ℎq´: cothpℎq cothpp91`: 92qℎqp91`: 92q`

cothpℎq´: cothp:ℎq
cothp:ℎq´: cothpℎq p91`: 92q

2
¯

.

Since (̂˘1,0 and (̂0,˘1 are both zero according to the definition, we know that �̂
p2q
˘1,0 “ �̂

p2q
0,˘1 “ 0.

We also observe that �p2q is linear with respect to �̃p1q with Fourier coefficients

(3.28) �̂
p2q
91 , 92

“ &̂
p1q
91 , 92

�̂
p1q
91 , 92

, &̂
p=q

91 , 92
“ ´1p=q cothpp91 ` : 92qℎqp91 ` : 92q ` �p=qp91 ` : 92q

2 ,

where p91 , 92q “ p˘1, 0q, p0,˘1q according to (3.22). Combining (3.25), (3.26) and (3.28), we

obtain

(3.29) 1p1q “ �p1q “ 0, �̂
p2q
91 , 92

“

$

’

&

’

%

�
p2q
91 , 92

(̂91 , 92
, |91| ` |92| “ 2,

0, |91| ` |92| ‰ 2.

One can obtain the asymptotic expansions of quasi-periodic traveling waves in the case of

deep water by letting ℎ go to infinity. In this case, the expressions of �̃p1q, 1p0q and �p0q read

(3.30) �̃p1q “ �̂1,04
81 ` �̂0,14

82 ` 2.2., 1p0q “ 6 `
6

:
, �p0q “

6

:
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and the expressions of �̃p2q, 1p1q and �p1q read

�̃p2q “ �̂
p2q
2,04

8p21q ` �̂
p2q
0,24

8p22q ` �̂
p2q
1,14

8p1`2q ` �̂
p2q
1,´14

8p1´2q ` 2.2., 1p1q “ �p1q “ 0,

�̂
p2q
2,0 “ ´6�̂

2
1,0
p2: ´ 1q{:

(̂2,0
, �̂

p2q
0,2 “ 6�̂2

0,1
:p: ´ 2q

(̂0,2
,(3.31)

�̂
p2q
1,1 “ ´6�̂1,0�̂0,1

p: ` 1q

(̂1,1
, �̂

p2q
1,´1 “ ´6�̂1,0�̂0,1

p: ` 1q

(̂1,´1
,

where

(3.32) (̂ 91 , 92 “
6

:
p|91 ` : 92| ´ :qp|91 ` : 92| ´ 1q.

Even though we stop at the second order in the weakly nonlinear model, one can continue

computing higher-order terms by induction. Suppose that we have obtained terms of order

= ´ 1 for �̃ and terms of order = ´ 2 for 1 and �. Eliminating the coefficients of &= in (3.11), we

find that

(3.33) 6�̃p=q ´ 1p0q�coth“�̃
p=q


‰

´ �p0q�̃
p=q
 ´ 1

p=´1q�coth“�̃
p1q


‰

´ �p=´1q�̃
p1q
 “ �p=q ,

where�p=q depends on
 

1p9q
(

0ď9ď=´2,
 

�p9q
(

0ď9ď=´2 and
 

�̃p9q
(

0ď9ď=´1. Comparing the Fourier

coefficients of both sides of the above equation, we have

(3.34) (̂ 91 , 92 �̂
p=q

91 , 92
` &̂

p=´1q
91 , 92

�̂
p1q
91 , 92

“ �̂
p=q

91 , 92
,

where (̂ 91 , 92 and &̂
p=´1q
91 , 92

are given in (3.27) and (3.28), respectively. Eventually we can express

1p=´1q
, �p=´1q

and the Fourier coefficients of �̃p=q as follows,

(3.35)

�̂
p=q

91 , 92
“

�̂
p=q

91 , 92

(̂ 91 , 92
, p91 , 92q ‰ p˘1, 0q, p0,˘1q,

1p=´1q “

�̂
p=q

0,1
�̂0,1

´ :2 �̂
p=q

1,0
�̂1,0

:p: cothpℎq ´ cothp:ℎqq
, �p=´1q “

cothpℎq
�̂
p=q

0,1
�̂0,1

´ : cothp:ℎq
�̂
p=q

1,0
�̂1,0

:p: cothpℎq ´ cothp:ℎqq
.

Note that the Fourier coefficients of �̃p=q are obtained through a division by (̂ 91 , 92 for p91 , 92q ‰

p˘1, 0q, p0,˘1q. If the (̂ 91 , 92 can become arbitrarily small, the corresponding terms �̂
p=q

91 , 92
may

be strongly amplified, calling into question the nature of the expansion (3.20). This is known

as a small divisor problem. In the case of deep water, it is clear from (3.32) that some of the

(̂ 91 , 92 approach zero as |91|, |92| grow without bound. Speculating on the possibilities, it may

be that (3.20) becomes an asymptotic series provided that : is sufficiently irrational, satisfying

a diophantine condition [44]

(3.36) |: ´ 91{92| ą �|92|
´� , 91 P Z, 92 P Zzt0u,

where � is a positive constant and � ą 2. But it may also be that exact mathematical solutions

only exist for sufficiently small values of & in a totally disconnected Cantor-like set [35], even

under the assumption (3.36). More research is needed to resolve these questions.

The story is even more complicated in the case where the fluid is of finite depth because

the expression for (̂ 91 , 92 involves the hyperbolic cotangent function. But this formula becomes
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simpler again in the case of shallow water, where ℎ is small. Expanding cothpℎq and cothp:ℎq
in (3.27) in a Laurent expansion about ℎ “ 0, we obtain

(3.37) (̂ 91 , 92 “
6ℎ4

45
p|91 ` : 92|

2 ´ :2qp|91 ` : 92|
2 ´ 1q ` $pℎ6q.

Wenotice that (̂ 91 , 92 can be very small due to the factor of ℎ4
in (3.37). Thus, in the shallowwater

regime, the amplitudes of quasi-periodic traveling waves bifurcating from the zero-amplitude

solution must be small, with & at most $pℎ4q, if weakly nonlinear theory is to predict their

behavior.

4. Numerical methods and results

As in Section 3 above, we focus our discussion on quasi-periodic functions with two quasi-

periods. All computation will be performed with respect to torus functions on T2
; the one-

dimensional quasi-periodic functions will be reconstructed from the torus functions using

(2.5). Let 5 pq be a quasi-periodic function with two quasi-periods and let 5̃ denote the

corresponding periodic function on T2
,

(4.1) 5 pq “ 5̃ p, :q, 5̃ p1 , 2q “
ÿ

91 , 92PZ

5̂91 , 92 4
8p911`922q , p1 , 2q P T

2.

Following [72,73], we adopt a pseudo-spectral method and represent 5̃ in two ways:

(1) Via the values of 5̃ on a uniform "1 ˆ"2 grid on the torus T2
,

(4.2) 5̃<1 ,<2 “ 5̃ p2�<1{"1 , 2�<2{"2q, 0 ď <1 ă "1 , 0 ď <2 ă "2.

(2) Via the truncated two-dimensional Fourier series of 5̃ , with Fourier coefficients given

by

(4.3) 5̂91 , 92 “
1
"2

"2´1
ÿ

<2“0

˜

1
"1

"1´1
ÿ

<1“0

5̃<1 ,<2 4
´2�8 91<1{"1

¸

4´2�8 92<2{"2 ,

where 0 ď 91 ď "1{2,´"2{2 ă 92 ď "2{2.

We use the ‘r2c’ and ’c2r’ version of the 2d FFTW library to rapidly transform between these

two forms. Products, powers and quotients in (2.52) and (3.11) are evaluated point-wise on the

gridwhile derivatives andHilbert transforms are computed in Fourier space via Definition 2.2

and 2.3. In the scope of this paper, we choose : “ 1{
?

2 for all numerical examples.

4.1. Time evolution of spatially quasi-periodic waves of finite depth. To compute the time

evolution of spatially quasi-periodic waves, we discretize (2.52) on T2
and use the fifth-order

explicit Runge-Kutta method of Dormand and Prince [31, 73]. The initial condition of the

water wave is given in physical space, which is more natural in practice, and we compute the

conformal mapping to transform the initial condition to conformal space using the method

described in Appendix A. The numerical examples discussed below are gravity waves but our

numerical method also applies to the case of nonzero surface tension.

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of a free surface wave that is initially flat and develops

quasi-periodic dynamics in the presence of a background flow and a quasi-periodic bottom

boundary. In physical space, the bottom boundary is parameterized by

(4.4) �b,physpGq “ ´1` 0.2 cospGq ` 0.2 cospG{
?

2q

and the mean velocity of the background flow in (2.28) is U “ 1. In the computation, we use

"1 “ "2 “ 512 and compute the time evolution of the wave from C “ 0 to C “ 3 with time
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Figure 2. Panels (a)–(c) show the time evolution from C “ 0 to C “ 3 of an initially

flat free surface in the presence of a background flow and a quasi-periodic bottom

boundary. In panel (a), the bottom boundary is plotted in black and we added an

upward spatial shift, given by (4.5), to separate the curves from each other. Panels (b)

and (c) show details of the free surface without such a shift. In panel (d), we evolve

this solution further, to C “ 3.5, and compare it to a periodic calculation with a bottom

boundary of similar shape over the spatial range shown. Both waves overturn near

� “ � and C “ 3.3. The evolution of the overturning periodic wave from C “ 3 to

C “ 3.5 is shown in panel (e).

steps ΔC “ 10´5
. In panel (a), the black line plots the bottom boundary and the blue line plots

the flat free surface at C “ 0. To better distinguish the shape of the free surface at different

times, we add an upward spatial shift to each curve. The time difference between two adjacent

curves is 0.06, and we plot

(4.5) �sp, C=q ` 10C={3, C= “ 0.06=, = “ 0, 1, . . . , 50.

Due to the background flow and the quasi-periodic bottom boundary, the free surface wave

moves from left to right and forms wave crests ahead of the peaks of the bottom boundary,

which deflects the fluid upward. Panels (b) and (c) show snapshots of the time evolution of

the free surface from C “ 0 to C “ 1.5 and from C “ 1.5 to C “ 3 separately without the upward

shift given in (4.5); the time difference between two adjacent curves in both panels is 0.15.

In panel (d) of Figure 2, we further evolve the quasi-periodicwave from C “ 3 to C “ 3.5using
the same 512ˆ 512 spatial grid on the torus and plot the free surface at C “ 3.5 with a red line.

We find that the wave overturns near � “ � at C “ 3.308. However, the quasi-periodic wave is

under-resolved by C “ 3.5, with gridpoints spread out enough to see discrete line segments in
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Figure 3. Time evolution from C “ 0 to C “ 10 of an initially periodic free surface

evolving from rest, with no background flow, over a periodic bottom boundary whose

spatial period is irrationally related to the initial period of the free surface. Panel

(a) shows the free surface at different times with the upward shift (4.8); the bottom

boundary is plotted in black. Panels (b), (c) and (d) show details of the free surface

evolution without the shift.

the plot near � “ � and small oscillations visible near � “ � and � “ 7�. In the infinite depth

case [73], refining the grid to 4096 ˆ 4096 was sufficient to resolve an overturning spatially

quasi-periodic wave so that the Fourier modes decay to 10´12
at all times. Here, rather than

refine the mesh beyond 512 ˆ 512, we compute the time evolution of a periodic wave under

the same initial condition and background flow, but with a periodic bottom boundary

(4.6) �b,physpGq “ ´1` 0.2 cospGq ` 0.2 cosp5G{7q,

where 5{7 is a rational approximation of : “ 1{
?

2. We use the spatial resolution " “ 32768
for the periodic calculation (which employs 16385 Fourier modes). The free surface of the

periodic wave at C “ 3.5 is plotted with a blue line in panel (d). We observe that the twowaves

in panel (d) resemble each other, but are not exactly the same, due to the different bottom

boundaries. They will differ much more for larger values of |G|, where cospG{
?

2q is farther
from cosp5G{7q. The periodic wave overturns near � “ � at time C “ 3.288. We show the time

evolution of the periodic wave near the overturning point from C “ 3 to C “ 3.5 in panel (e),

where the time difference between adjacent curves is ΔC “ 0.1.
Figure 3 shows the time evolution of an initially periodic free surfacewave in the presence of

a periodic bottom boundarywhose spatial period is irrationally related to the initial condition.

In physical space, the initial free surface and the bottom boundary are given by

(4.7) �
s,phys

0 pGq “ 0.2 cospGq, �b,physpGq “ ´1` 0.2 cospG{
?

2q.

In panel (a), the initial free surface and the bottom boundary are plotted with blue and black

curves, respectively. As shown in the figure, they are both periodic and the bottom boundary’s

wavelength is longer than that of the free surface. We use"1 “ "2 “ 256 in the computation

and evolve the water wave from C “ 0 to C “ 10 with time steps ΔC “ 2 ˆ 10´5
. At C “ 0, the

fluid is at rest with zero velocity potential. In panel (a), we plot the time evolution of the free

surface with an upward spatial shift

(4.8) �sp, C=q ` 0.75C= , C= “ 0.2=, = “ 0, 1, . . . , 50.
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The free surface flattens due to the force of gravity and rises again due to inertia, which is

similar to the oscillation of a standing water wave [42, 68]. One can observe that the crests

and troughs of the surface wave are not symmetric for C ą 0 except at G “ 0 due to the even

symmetry of the initial condition. In panels (b), (c) and (d), we plot snapshots of the time

evolution of the free surface without the upward shift (4.8) from C “ 0 to C “ 3.2; from C “ 3.2
to C “ 7; and from C “ 7 to C “ 10. The time difference between two adjacent curves is 0.2.

One can observe that the wave oscillates up and down like a standing wave. However, as

a consequence of the quasi-periodic interactions between the surface wave and the bottom

boundary, the heights of different crests are different at any given time.

4.2. Spatially quasi-periodic traveling waves. We formulate the traveling wave problem as a

nonlinear least-squares problem, which we solve using a variant of the Levenberg-Marquardt

algorithm [48, 71, 72]. In Section 3.1, we introduced the residual function R in (3.11), which

depends on �, 1, �̃, and demonstrated that the solutions of the traveling wave problem are the

solutions of Rr�, 1, �̃s “ 0. In the computation, we consider �, 1 and the Fourier coefficients

of �̃ as unknowns, denoted �̂, and define the following scalar objective function

(4.9) Fr�, 1, �̂s :“
1

8�2

ż

T2
R2r�, 1, �̂s 31 32.

Note that solving (3.11) is equivalent to finding a zero of the objective function Fr�, 1, �̂s.
For the unknown �̂, we only vary the leading Fourier coefficients �̂ 91 , 92 with |91| ď #1 ă

"1{2, |92| ď #2 ă "2{2 and set the other Fourier coefficients to zero. According to the

assumption (3.15), we also set �̂0,0 “ 0 and require that the Fourier coefficients �̂ 91 , 92 are

real and satisfy �̂´91 ,´92 “ �̂ 91 , 92 . Consequently, the number of independent leading Fourier

coefficients is #tot “ #1p2#2 ` 1q ` #2. As discussed in Section 3.1, we choose �̂1,0, �̂0,1 and

ℎ as bifurcation parameters when computing quasi-periodic traveling solutions bifurcating

from the zero-amplitude solution and fix them at nonzero amplitudes in the minimization of

F . Therefore there are #tot parameters to compute, which are stored in a vector p as follows

(4.10) ?1 “ �, ?2 “ �̂1,1 , ?3 “ 1, ?4 “ �̂1,´1 , ?5 “ �̂0,2 , . . . , ?#tot
“ �̂1,´#2 .

The Fourier modes have been organized in a spiral fashion so that low frequency modes

appear first in the list and �̂1,0, �̂0,1 have been replaced by � and 1; see [72] for details. Our

goal is to find p given �̂1,0 and �̂0,1 such that Frp; �̂1,0 , �̂0,1s “ 0, where we have re-ordered the

arguments of F and R in (4.9). In the computation, the function R is evaluated at "1 ˆ "2

grid points, hence there are"1"2 equations, which are more than the number of unknowns.

For this reason, the nonlinear least-squares problem is overdetermined.

The objective function F is computed from R by the trapezoidal rule approximation over

T2
, which is spectrally accurate,

(4.11)

5 ppq “
1
2
Appq)Appq « F rp; �̂1,0 , �̂0,1s ,

A<ppq “
R rp; �̂1,0 , �̂0,1s p<1 , <2q

?
"1"2

,

˜

< “ 1` <1 `"1<2

<8
“ 2�<8{"8

¸

, 0 ď <8 ă "8 .

The parameters ? 9 are chosen to minimize 5 ppq using the Levenberg-Marquardt method [48,

71]. The method requires a Jacobian matrix BA<{B? 9 , which we compute by solving the

variational equations (3.17). We have
BA<
B? 9
“ �Rp<1 , <2q{

?
"1"2, where< “ 1`<1`"1<2

and the 9th column of the Jacobian corresponds to setting �? 9 in (4.10) to 1 and the others to 0

depending on the perturbation direction: ��, �1 or ��̂ 91 , 92 .
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We compute quasi-periodic traveling solutions that bifurcate from the zero solution using

#G “ #H “ 75 and"G “ "H “ 200. We fix �̂1,0 “ �̂0,1 “ 10´5
, choose ℎ to be the continuation

parameter, and decrease ℎ from 3 to 0.5 with Δℎ “ 0.01 to obtain a family of quasi-periodic

solutions. In panel (a) of Figure 4, we plot the wave profile of the free surface for solutions

at ℎ “ 0.5 and ℎ “ 3. The difference between these two solutions is small because they are

both small-amplitude bifurcations from the zero solution for which we imposed the same

amplitude parameters �̂1,0 and �̂0,1 at linear order. We stayed close to the linear regime in this

example to investigate whether traveling solutions of the fully nonlinear equations, which we

compute using the Levenberg-Marquardt method, behave as predicted by weakly nonlinear

theory. While the wave profiles are close to one another, the values of ℎ (3 and 0.5) and �
(1.23088845108 and 0.0812490184995) differ substantially for the two solutions.

In panel (b) of Figure 4, we plot the absolute value of the leading Fourier coefficients |�̂2,0|,

|�̂0,2|, |�̂1,1| and |�̂1,´1| of the computed solutions as functions of ℎ, holding �̂1,0 and �̂0,1 fixed

at 10´5
. These Fourier coefficients decrease as ℎ increases. In panel (c), we plot the absolute

value of the divisors (̂ 91 , 92 defined in (3.27) corresponding to these four Fourier coefficients,

which decrease as ℎ decreases. The behavior of the Fourier coefficients and (̂ 91 , 92 is consistent

with the weakly nonlinear approximations (3.31), where the Fourier coefficients are obtained

through division by (̂ 91 , 92 . As a result, smaller values of (̂ 91 , 92 lead to larger Fourier coefficients.

Note that we are checking whether traveling solutions of the Euler equations (3.11) obtained

by minimizing 5 ppq « F rp; �̂1,0 , �̂0,1s in (4.11) via the Levenberg-Marquardt method behave

as predicted by the weakly nonlinear model (3.31); we did not solve (3.31) directly.

Panels (d) and (e) of Figure 4 demonstrate the relationship between |�̂ 91 , 92 | and |(̂ 91 , 92 | with

2 ď |91| ` |92| ď 75 for traveling solutions at ℎ “ 0.5 and ℎ “ 3, respectively. Since the largest
Fourier coefficients are fixed at 10´5

, one expects roundoff errors around 10´20
. But instead

the “roundoff floor,” visible in both panels, appears to grow linearly as |(̂ 91 , 92 | decreases.

This suggests that roundoff errors in the Levenberg-Marquardt method are amplified by the

reciprocals of the divisors (̂ 91 , 92 even though this is not a weakly nonlinear calculation. The

“active” modes in which

ˇ

ˇ�̂ 91 , 92
ˇ

ˇ

extends above the roundoff floor appear to be well-resolved.

The plots look nearly identical if we refine the calculation, keeping #G “ #H “ 75 but

increasing "G and "H from 200 to 300. In fact, we plotted the data from this finer mesh

in panels (d) and (e). In panel (e), when ℎ “ 3, there are just a few active modes �̂ 91 , 92 ,
and they all correspond to low frequency modes with 2 ď |91| ` |92| ď 5. But in panel (d),

when ℎ “ 0.5, there are many active modes of both small and intermediate frequency, plotted

with red and black markers, respectively. This is consistent with (3.37) and panel (c), where

the small divisors from weakly nonlinear theory decrease as ℎ decreases. The fixed values

�̂1,0 “ �̂0,1 “ 10´5
we selected for this calculation appear to be small enough when ℎ “ 3 that

we could have computed the solution by weakly nonlinear theory, but large enough at ℎ “ 0.5
that it was necessary to solve the problem by the Levenberg-Marquardt approach.

Next we search for quasi-periodic bifurcations from finite-amplitude periodic traveling

waves of finite depth. We use a new procedure, described in detail for the case of deep water

in [74], to locate bifurcation points. Specifically, we use the signed smallest singular value

"pBq of the Jacobian J quapBq, as in (3.18), as a bifurcation “test function” that changes sign at

bifurcation points. When a zero of "pBq is found, the kernel of the Jacobian J quapBq of (3.18)

also furnishes a search direction ��̃qua for the quasi-periodic branch. We use �̃per ` &��̃qua

with an empirically chosen value of & as the initial guess for the Levenberg-Marquardt solver.

We then use numerical continuation to follow this branch beyond the realm of linearization

about the periodic travelingwave. Instead of using �̂1,0, �̂0,1 and ℎ as continuation parameters,
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Figure 4. Quasi-periodic traveling gravity-capillary waves bifurcating from the zero

solution. (a) Surface elevation function of two solutions with ℎ “ 0.5 (dashed red

line) and ℎ “ 3.0 (solid black line). (b) Amplitudes of Fourier coefficients �̂2,0, �̂0,2,

�̂1,1, �̂1,´1 of quasi-periodic traveling solutions for which �̂1,0 and �̂0,1 are fixed at 10´5
.

(c) Absolute value of the corresponding divisors (̂ 91 , 92 defined by (3.27) in the weakly

nonlinear model (3.31). Here we solve (3.11) by minimizing 5 ppq in (4.11) and check

whether the solution behaves as predicted by (3.31). Panels (d) and (e) show |�̂ 91 , 92 |

versus |(̂ 91 , 92 | for 2 ď |91| ` |92| ď 75 in the cases where ℎ “ 0.5 and ℎ “ 3, respectively.

we use �, ℎ and the Fourier mode �̂0,1. For simplicity, we hold � and ℎ fixed and just vary the

Fourier mode to obtain a one-parameter family of quasi-periodic solutions.

Figures 5 and 6 show two quasi-periodic gravity-capillary waves bifurcating from a branch

of periodic traveling waves. The fluid depth in conformal space is ℎ “ 0.1. We set � “
0.00327672209262 so that the first Fourier mode of the periodic waves resonates with the fifth

Fourier mode, which corresponds to solutions of the Wilton ripple problem [1, 3, 62]. For

the periodic traveling wave, we set " “ 300, # “ 100 and use B “ �̂1 as the continuation

parameter. The 1D waves are computed on T and embedded in T2
when searching for

bifurcations, so that �̂1 becomes �̂1,0. We computed periodic waves with amplitude B ranging
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from 10´5
to 2ˆ 10´4

with ΔB “ 10´5
. By tracking the sign of "pBq, we find out that there is a

zero of "pBqwhen B belongs to intervals r10´5 , 2ˆ10´5s, r4ˆ10´5 , 5ˆ10´5s, r7ˆ10´5 , 8ˆ10´5s,

r1.1ˆ10´4 , 1.2ˆ10´4s and r1.7ˆ10´4 , 1.8ˆ10´4s. We focus our discussion on the first and last

intervals and locate the zeros of "pBq in these intervals, which are the bifurcation points, using

the numerical algorithm described in [74]. In double precision, the zeros and corresponding

values of " are

(4.12)

B1 “ 1.83810709940ˆ 10´5 , "pB1q “ ´7.8ˆ 10´15 ,

B2 “ 1.72625902886ˆ 10´4 , "pB2q “ 4.8ˆ 10´15.

The periodic solutions at B1 and B2 are plotted with dotted black lines in panel (a) of Figures 5

and 6, respectively. These periodic solutions demonstrate the nonlinear interaction of Fourier

modes of different wavelengths. Unlike the crests of sinusoidal waves, we observe small

ripples at the wave peaks of the periodic wave at B1. As the amplitude of the periodic solution

increases, this nonlinear feature is more pronounced. For the periodic solution at B2, near

G “ 2�= for = P Z, there is a flat plateau with wave peaks shifted to the edges of the plateau,

forming an interesting “cat ears” structure. These nonlinear features at the wave crests can be

attributed to the effect of the capillary force. In panel (b) of Figures 5 and 6, we show contour

plots of torus functions of these periodic traveling waves. We observe that the width of the

yellow region is larger for the higher-amplitude periodic wave; in correspondence, this wave

possesses wider wave crests.

Figure 5. Quasi-periodic bifurcation from a periodic traveling gravity-capillary wave.

Panel (a) shows the periodic traveling wave where a bifurcation was found and the

largest-amplitude solutionwe computed on the quasi-periodic bifurcation branch. The

dotted black line corresponds to the periodic wave and the red line corresponds to the

quasi-periodic wave. Panels (b) and (c) show contour plots of the torus functions of the

periodic wave and the quasi-periodic wave, respectively. The 1D quasi-periodic wave

in panel (a) is extracted from the corresponding torus function along the characteristic

lines of slope : “ 1{
?

2, plotted with red dashed lines in panel (c).
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Figure 6. Quasi-periodic bifurcation from a larger-amplitude periodic traveling

gravity-capillary wave. The panels show the same information as in Figure 5.

We compute secondary quasi-periodic bifurcation branches that intersect the primary pe-

riodic branch at B1 and B2 and show the corresponding results in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.

In both computations, we set "G “ 300, "H “ 150, #G “ 100, #H “ 50 and use �̂0,1 as the

continuation parameter. We follow the two quasi-periodic branches until �̂0,1 “ 7 ˆ 10´5

and �̂0,1 “ 1.1 ˆ 10´4
, respectively; the corresponding quasi-periodic traveling waves are

plotted with red lines in panel (a) of Figures 5 and 6. The objective function is minimized to

2.14ˆ 10´27
and 5.03ˆ 10´28

, respectively, for these solutions. In panel (a) of Figure 5, the os-

cillations at the troughs of the quasi-periodic wave are ahead of the ones of the periodic wave

near � “ 3�, 5�, 7�, 11� and are behind near � “ �, which demonstrates the quasi-periodic

feature of the secondary bifurcation.

We also observe that the amplitude of the quasi-periodic wave in panel (a) of Figure 5

is noticeably larger than the periodic wave due to the activation of Fourier modes in the

quasi-periodic direction. In panel (c) of Figures 5 and 6, we show contour plots of the torus

functions of the quasi-periodic traveling waves in panel (a). Unlike the periodic solution,

the quasi-periodic solution depends on 2. For example, one can see the variation of the

yellow and blue regions in the 2 direction. Moreover, this variation is rather oscillatory in

Figure 5, which adds to the difficulty of computing higher-amplitude quasi-periodic waves

on the bifurcation branch. The 1D quasi-periodic waves are obtained by evaluating the

corresponding torus functions along the the red dashed line of slope 1{
?

2. In panel (a) of

Figures 5 and 6, there will be crests if the dashed line in panel (c) passes through the yellow

region and troughs if it passes through the blue region. Due to the variation in yellow region,

the widths of the crests of the quasi-periodic wave are no longer constant. For example, in

panel (a) of Figure 6, the crests of the quasi-periodic wave are wider than those of the periodic

wave near � “ 6�, 8� and narrower near � “ 4�, 10�.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a numerical study of two-dimensional finite-depth free

surface waves in the spatially quasi-periodic setting. Specifically, we have studied both the

initial value and traveling wave problems. For the initial value problem, we derived the

governing equations of water waves in the presence of a background flow and a non-flat

bottom boundary in conformal space. As noted in Remark 2.7, the derivation is valid in both

the quasi-periodic and periodic settings. Motivated by the experiments of Torres et al. [61]
studying spatially quasi-periodic surface waves in the presence of a quasi-periodic bottom

boundary, we computed the time evolution of an initially flat surface with a background flow

over a quasi-periodic bottom boundary. We also find that the waves develop quasi-periodic

patterns in which the distance between adjacent wave peaks is not constant.

Next we computed spatially quasi-periodic traveling waves that bifurcate from the zero-

amplitudewave or fromfinite-amplitude periodic travelingwaves. Motivated by observations

in [72, 74] that the Fourier coefficients of quasi-periodic traveling waves decay slower along

certain directions, we derived the weakly nonlinear equations governing small-amplitude

quasi-periodic traveling waves in Section 3.2 and found that there is a divisor (̂ 91 , 92 in the

formula for the Fourier coefficients �̂ 91 , 92 of the weakly nonlinear solutions. For example, in

the case of deep water, this divisor reads

(5.1) (̂ 91 , 92 “
6

:
p|91 ` : 92| ´ :qp|91 ` : 92| ´ 1q.

Due to the unboundedness of 1{(̂ 91 , 92 , the Fourier coefficients along directions |91` : 92|´ : “ 0
and |91 ` : 92| ´ 1 “ 0 are expected to decay slower than in other directions. We also study

these divisors in the case of shallowwater and find that weakly nonlinear theory breaks down

faster when ℎ is smaller due to the factor of ℎ4
in the formula (3.37) for (̂ 91 , 92 .

In the current work, we assume that the bottom boundary remains fixed in time. In the

future, we plan to further extend our method to study quasi-periodic flows with a free surface

over a moving bottom boundary. In the case of periodic water waves, this has been studied

in [56, 58]. We also plan to analyze the linear stability of periodic traveling waves [18, 45, 50,

59] and investigate the long-time dynamics of traveling waves under unstable subharmonic

perturbations. In the quasi-periodic setting, we are able to compute the exact time evolution of

theseperturbedwaves insteadof their linearized approximations [36]. Weare also interested in

developing numerical methods, such as the Transformed Field Expansion method [46,47,52],

to study the dynamics of these waves in three dimensions where the conformal mapping

method no longer applies. On the theoretical side, a rigorous proof of the existence of quasi-

periodic traveling waves is still an open problem. We expect it will be necessary to employ a

Nash-Moser iteration to tackle the small divisor problem, which has been successfully used

to prove the existence of temporally quasi-periodic standing waves and traveling waves [8,9].
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Appendix A. Computation of the conformal mapping from a infinite horizontal strip to

the fluid domain

In practice, the initial condition of the water wave is usually given in physical space. There-

fore, we need to compute the conformal mapping IpF, Cq to transform the initial condition

from physical space to conformal space. As shown in (2.22) and (2.23), the conformalmapping

is determined by ℎ, G0, �̃s and �̃b, where G0 is fixed to be zero in the scope of this paper and ℎ,

�̃s, �̃b are obtained by solving the following equations,

(A.1)

R1p1 , 2q “ �̃s ´ �̃s,physp1 ` �̃s , 2 ` :�̃sq “ 0,

R2p1 , 2q “ �̃b ´ �̃b,physp1 ` �̃b , 2 ` :�̃bq “ 0,

�̃s “ �cothr�̃ss ` �cschr�̃bs, �̃b “ ´�cschr�̃ss ´ �cothr�̃bs,

which come from (2.16) and (2.25). Moreover, we enforce the constraint ℎ “ �̂s0´ �̂b0 discussed

in Section 2.3 and rewrite �̃b as

(A.2) �̃b “ �̂s0 ´ ℎ ` %r�̃bs.

Otherwise problem (A.1) is underdetermined and the solution is not unique.

In our computations, we consider ℎ and the Fourier coefficients of �̃s and �̃b as unknowns

and define the following objective function

Frℎ, �̂s , �̂bs : “
1

8�2

ż

T2
R2

1rℎ, �̂
s , �̂bs `R2

2rℎ, �̂
s , �̂bs 31 32

(A.3)

«
1

2"1"2

"2´1
ÿ

<2“0

"1´1
ÿ

<1“0

”

R2
1p2�<1{"1 , 2�<2{"2q `R2

1p2�<1{"1 , 2�<2{"2q

ı

.

We apply a Levenberg-Marquardt method [71] to solve the nonlinear least-squares prob-

lem (A.3) and compute the derivative of R1 and R2 with respect to the unknowns using the

following variational equations

(A.4)

�R1 “ ��̃s ´ �̃
s,phys
G ��̃s , �R2 “ ��̂s0 ´ �ℎ ` %r��̃bs ´ �̃

b,phys
G ��̃b ,

��̃s “ �cothr��̃ss ` �cschr��̃bs `
`

��coth˘r�̃ss `
`

��csch˘r�̃bs,

��̃b “ ´�cschr��̃ss ´ �cothr��̃bs ´
`

��csch˘r�̃ss ´
`

��coth˘r�̃bs.

Here BG “ BG1 ` :BG2 and the symbols of ��coth
and ��csch

are

(A.5)

��̂coth
91 , 92

“
8p91 ` : 92q�ℎ

sinh2pp91 ` : 92qℎq
, ��̂csch

91 , 92
“ ´8p91 ` : 92q cothpp91 ` : 92qℎq cschpp91 ` : 92qℎq�ℎ.
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